We investigate the properties of the backreacting holographic superconductors from the coupling of a scalar field to the Einstein tensor in the background of a d-dimensional AdS black hole. Imposing the Dirichlet boundary condition of the trial function without the Neumann boundary conditions, we improve the analytical Sturm-Liouville method with an iterative procedure to explore the pure effect of the Einstein tensor on the holographic superconductors and find that the Einstein tensor hinders the condensate of the scalar field but does not affect the critical phenomena. Our analytical findings are in very good agreement with the numerical results from the "marginally stable modes" method, which implies that the Sturm-Liouville method is still powerful to study the holographic superconductors from the coupling of a scalar field to the Einstein tensor even if we consider the backreactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the superconductivity is one of the most remarkable phenomena observed in physics in the 20th century [1] . However, the core mechanism of the high-temperature superconductor systems, which can not be described by the usual Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory [2] , is still one of the unsolved mysteries in theoretical physics so far. Interestingly, it was suggested that it is logical to investigate the properties of high temperature superconductors on the boundary of spacetime by considering the classical general relativity in one higher dimension with the help of the Anti-de Sitter/conformal field theories (AdS/CFT) correspondence [3] [4] [5] . In the probe limit, Gubser observed that the spontaneous U (1) symmetry breaking by bulk black holes can be used to construct gravitational dual of the transition from normal state to superconducting state [6] , and Hartnoll et al. found that the properties of a (2 + 1)-dimensional superconductor can indeed be reproduced in the (3 + 1)-dimensional holographic dual model based on the framework of usual Maxwell electrodynamics [7] . Extending the investigation to the so-called holographic superconductor models away from the probe limit, i.e., taking the backreactions of the spacetime into account, the authors of Ref. [8] showed that even the uncharged scalar field can form a condensate in the (2 + 1)-dimensional holographic superconductor model. Along this line, there has been accumulated interest in studying the effects of the backreaction on the holographic s-wave p-wave [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] and d-wave [50] dual models. Reviews of the holographic superconductors can be found in Refs. [51] [52] [53] [54] .
Most of the aforementioned works on the gravitational dual models focus on the superconductors without an impurity. As a matter of fact, to study the effect of impurities is often important since their presence can drastically change the physical properties of the superconductors in condensed matter physics [55] . According to the AdS/CFT duality, Ishii and Sin investigated the impurity effect in a holographic superconductor by turning on a coupling between the gauge field and a new massive gauge field, and found that the mass gap in the optical conductivity disappears when the coupling is sufficiently large [56] . Zeng and Zhang studied the single normal impurity effect in a superconductor by using the holographic approach, which showed that the critical temperature of the host superconductor decreases as the size of the impurity increases and the phase transition at the critical impurity strength (or the critical temperature) is of zeroth order [57] . Fang et al. extended the study to the Fermionic phase transition induced by the effective impurity in holography and obtained a phase diagram in (α, T ) plane separating the Fermi liquid phase and the non-Fermi liquid phase [58] . More recently, Kuang and Papantonopoulos built a holographic superconductor with a scalar field coupled kinematically to the Einstein tensor and observed that, as the strength of the coupling increases, the critical temperature below which the scalar field condenses is lowering, the condensation gap decreases faster than the temperature, the width of the condensation gap is not proportional to the size of the condensate and at low temperatures the condensation gap tends to zero for the strong coupling [59] . Obviously, these effects suggest that the derivative coupling in the gravity bulk can have a dual interpretation on the boundary corresponding to impurities concentrations in a real material. Note that they concentrated on the probe limit where the backreaction of matter fields on the spacetime metric is neglected. Thus, in this work we will extend their interesting model to the case away from the probe limit and explore the effect of the Einstein tensor on the holographic superconductors with backreactions. In addition, we will compare the result in five dimensions with that in four dimensions and present an analysis of the effect the extra dimension has on the scalar condensation formation. In the calculation, we first use the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem [60, 61] to analytically study the holographic superconductor phase transition, and then count on the "marginally stable modes" method [6, 62] to numerically confirm the analytical findings and verify the effectiveness of the Sturm-Liouville method.
The organization of the work is as follows. In Sec. II, we will introduce the backreacting holographic superconductor models from the coupling of a scalar field to the Einstein tensor in the d-dimensional AdS black hole background. In Sec. III we will give an analytical investigation of the holographic superconductors by using the Sturm-Liouville method. In Sec. IV we will give a numerical investigation of the holographic superconductors by using the "marginally stable modes" method. We will summarize our results in the last section.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE HOLOGRAPHIC DUAL SYSTEM
The general action describing a charged, complex scalar field coupled to the Einstein tensor G µν in the
is the Maxwell field strength, and ψ denotes the scalar field with the charge q and mass m. When the coupling parameter η → 0, our model reduces to the standard holographic superconductors with backreactions investigated in [8, 9] . It should be noted that we can rescale the bulk fields ψ and A µ as ψ/q and A µ /q in order to put the factor 1/q 2 as the backreaction parameter for the matter fields. So the probe limit can be obtained safely if κ 2 /q 2 → 0. Without loss of generality, we can set q = 1 and keep κ 2 finite when we take the backreaction into account, just as in Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 46] .
To go beyond the probe limit, we adopt the metric ansatz for the black hole with the curvature k = 0 as
where f and χ are functions of r only, h ij dx i dx j represents the line element of a (d − 2)-dimensional hypersurface. Obviously, the Hawking temperature of this d-dimensional black hole, which will be interpreted as the temperature of the CFT, can be given by
where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to r, and the black hole horizon r + is determined by f (r + ) = 0. For the considered ansatz (2), the nonzero components of the Einstein tensor G µν are
For the scalar field and electromagnetic field, we will take ψ = |ψ|, A t = φ where ψ, φ are both real functions of r only. Thus, from the action (1) we can give the equations of motion for the metric functions f (r) and
and for the matter fields φ(r) and ψ(r)
where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to r.
We will count on the appropriate boundary conditions to get the solutions in the superconducting phase, ψ(r) = 0. At the horizon r = r + of the black hole, the regularity gives the boundary conditions
At the asymptotic boundary r → ∞, the solutions behave like
with the characteristic exponent
According to the AdS/CFT correspondence, µ and ρ are interpreted as the chemical potential and charge density in the dual field theory, respectively. Considering the stability of the scalar field, we find that the mass should be above the Breitenlohner-Freedman (BF) bound m
[63], which depends on the coupling parameter η and dimensionality of the AdS space d. Note that, provided ∆ − is larger than the unitarity bound, both ψ − and ψ + can be normalizable and be used to define operators on the dual field theory, ψ − = O − , ψ + = O + , respectively [7, 8] . In this work, we impose boundary condition ψ − = 0 since we concentrate on the condensate for the operator O + .
In the normal phase, ψ(r) = 0, the metric coefficient χ is a constant from Eq. (5) and the analytical solutions to Eqs. (6) and (7) lead to the Reissner-Nordström AdS black holes
where the metric coefficient f goes back to the case of the Schwarzschild AdS black hole when κ = 0.
On the other hand, from the equations of motion (5)- (8) we can obtain the useful scaling symmetries and the transformation of the relevant quantities
where α is a real positive number. For simplicity, we use the scaling symmetries to set L = 1 when performing calculations in the following sections.
III. CRITICAL BEHAVIOR FROM THE STURM-LIOUVILLE METHOD
We use the variational method for the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem [60, 61] to analytically investigate the properties of the backreacting holographic superconductors from the coupling of a scalar field to the Einstein tensor. We will derive the critical behavior of the system near the phase transition point and examine the effects of the Einstein tensor and backreaction on the holographic superconductors.
For convenience, we introduce a new variable z = r + /r and rewrite the equations of motion (5)- (8) into
where the prime now denotes the derivative with respect to z. Note that the scalar field ψ = 0 at the critical temperature T c . Therefore the expectation value of the scalar operator O + is small near the critical point and we can select it as an expansion parameter ǫ ≡ O + with ǫ ≪ 1. Since we are interested in solutions where ψ is small, so from Eqs. (16) and (17) we can expand the scalar field ψ(z) and the gauge field φ(z) as [9, [13] [14] [15] 
and from Eqs. (14) and (15) the metric functions f (z) and χ(z) can be expanded around the ReissnerNordström AdS spacetime as
Considering that the chemical potential µ can be corrected order by order µ = µ 0 + ǫ 2 δµ 2 + · · · with δµ 2 > 0
[15], we get a result for the order parameter as a function of the chemical potential near the phase transition
which indicates that the holographic s-wave superconducting phase transition with backreaction from the coupling of a scalar field to the Einstein tensor is of the second order and the critical exponent of the system always takes the mean-field value 1/2. The Einstein tensor, backreaction and spacetime dimension will not influence the result. When µ → µ 0 , the phase transition occurs and the order parameter is zero at the critical point, which means that the critical value µ is µ c = µ 0 .
Now we are in a position to solve equations order by order. At the zeroth order, the equation of motion for the Maxwell field (16) reduces to
which has a solution φ 0 (z)
+c at the critical point µ c , where r +c is the radius of the horizon at the critical point, we will have
where we have set a dimensionless quantity λ = ρ/r d−2
+c . Inserting this solution into Eq. (15), we can give the equation of motion for the metric function f 0 (z), i.e.,
with its solution
where we have defined a new function ξ(z) for simplicity.
At the first order, the equation of motion for ψ 1 (z) is
which has the asymptotic AdS boundary condition
Just as in the interesting works by Kolyvaris et al. [64, 65] , we will use Eq. (25) to discuss the stability of our solutions. We can express the effective potential of ψ 1 as
with the defined functions
which can develop a negative gap near the black hole horizon, implying a potential instability of the black hole.
In Fig. 1 , we plot the curves of the effective potential V ef f,0 (z) with different values of the coupling parameter η for the fixed mass of the scalar field m 2 = −3 (top-left) and m 2 = 0 (top-right), backreaction parameter κ = 0 and dimensionless quantity λ = 10 in d = 5 dimensions. As a matter of fact, the other choices will not qualitatively modify our results. From this figure, we can see the potential well forming in all cases, which can trap the scalar particles. For the nonzero mass of the scalar field, we observe that the potential well becomes wider and deeper as the coupling parameter η decreases, which indicates that the increase of the coupling parameter will hinder the condensate of the scalar field. For the case of m 2 = 0, we find that the curves of the effective potential V ef f,0 (z) coincide, i.e., the Einstein tensor will not influence the effective potential, which implies that the critical temperature is independent of the Einstein tensor in this case. As we will show, the behaviors of the effective potential are consistent with the effects of the Einstein tensor on the condensate of the scalar field. Considering that the effective scalar mass can give a better shape in the potential as it was shown in [65] , we also analyze the behaviors of the effective mass m ef f,0 (z) in our holographic system
which reduces to the standard effective mass given in Ref. [6] when η → 0. In Fig. 1 Near the asymptotic boundary z = 0, we assume that ψ 1 takes the form [60] 
where the trial function F (z) obeys the boundary condition F (0) = 1. Substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (25), we arrive at
with
In order to use the Sturm-Lioville method [60] , we will adopt an iteration method and express the backreaction parameter κ as κ n = n∆κ with n = 0, 1, 2, ···, where ∆κ = κ n+1 −κ n is the step size of our iterative procedure.
Setting κ −1 = 0 and λ 2 | κ−1 = 0, we find that
, where λ 2 | κn−1 is the value of λ 2 for κ n−1 . Hence we can express the function ξ(z) as
Defining a new function
we can rewrite Eq. (30) as
According to the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem [66] , we can deduce the eigenvalue λ minimizes the expression
Using Eq. (35) to calculate the minimum eigenvalue of λ 2 for i = + or i = −, we can obtain the critical temperature T c for different coupling parameter η, strength of the backreaction κ and mass of the scalar field m from the following relation
For clarity, we focus on the condensate for the operator O + , just as mentioned in the previous section. As a matter of fact, another choice for the operator O − will not qualitatively modify our results.
Before going further, we would like to make a comment. In order to get the expression (35), we have used the following boundary condition
Obviously, the condition T (1)F (1)F ′ (1) = 0 can be satisfied easily since we have T (1) ≡ 0 from Eq. (33).
On the other hand, we observe that the leading order of z in T (z) near z → 0 is β = 2 − d + 2∆ + in which
, which means that the condition T (0)F (0)F ′ (0) = 0 will be satisfied automatically. Thus, we will just require F (z) to satisfy the Dirichlet boundary condition F (0) = 1 rather than imposing the Neumann boundary condition F ′ (0) = 0, just as discussed in [67] . In the following calculation, we will assume the trial function F (z) to be
where a is a constant. We find that it will give a better estimate of the minimum of (35) , which shows that the analytical results are much more closer to the numerical findings.
As an example, we will calculate the case for η = 0, d = 5 and m 2 = −3 with the chosen values of the backreaction parameter κ for the operator O + , i.e., i = +, and compare with the analytical results in Ref. [9] . Setting the step size ∆κ = 0.05, for κ 0 = 0 we arrive at 
whose minimum is λ 2 | κ2 = 17.1312 at a = 0.792406. Therefore the critical temperature is T c = 0.186737ρ 1/3 , which is much closer to the numerical finding T c = 0.187414ρ 1/3 , compared with the analytical result T c = 0.185189ρ 1/3 in [9] . For other values of η, κ, d and m 2 , the similar iterative procedure also can be applied to present the analytical result for the critical temperature. T c decreases, which supports the observation obtained in Ref. [59] and indicates that the Einstein tensor will hinder the condensate of the scalar field. Obviously, the effect of the Einstein tensor on the condensate of the scalar field is consistent with the behavior of the effective potential shown in Fig. 1 . On the other hand, imposing the Dirichlet boundary condition of the trial function F (z) without the Neumann boundary conditions, we observe that the improved Sturm-Liouville method can indeed give a better estimate of the critical temperature, compared with the analytical result from the trial function F (z) = 1 − az 2 in Ref. [9] . Considering the fact that the effect of the Einstein tensor is intertwined with that of the mass of the scalar field in the expression (11), we will set m 2 = 0 to get the pure effect of the Einstein tensor on the critical temperature. In Tables III, IV Tables III, IV and the red lines in Fig. 3 we find that T c is independent of the coupling parameter η, which implies that the Einstein tensor will not affect the condensate of the scalar field for the case of m 2 = 0. Again, in this case the effect of the Einstein tensor on the condensate of the scalar field agrees well with the behavior of the effective potential shown in Fig. 1 . Thus, the probe approximation loses some important information and we have to count on the backreaction to explore the real impact of the Einstein tensor on the holographic superconductors in this case. Moreover, in the case of m 2 = 0, we observe that the critical temperature T c increases as the spacetime dimension d increases for the fixed coupling parameter η and backreaction parameter κ, which supports the findings in Ref. [69] and means that the increase of the dimensionality of the AdS space makes it easier for the scalar hair to be formed.
On the other hand, from Tables I-IV and Figs. 2-3, we point out that the critical temperature T c decreases as the backreaction parameter κ increases for the fixed coupling parameter η, scalar field mass m 2 and
spacetime dimension d, which shows that the stronger backreaction can make the scalar hair more difficult to be developed. This can be used to back up the findings in Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 46] .
It is well known that the marginally stable modes correspond to ω = 0 which indicates that the phase transition or the critical phenomena may occur [6] . Thus, we will solve the equation of motion (47) numerically by doing integration from the horizon out to the infinity in the case of ω = 0 with the boundary conditions of R(z) at the event horizon
and at the asymptotic AdS boundary
Since we concentrate on the condensate for the operator O + in this work, we impose boundary condition In Fig. 4 , we plot the marginally stable curves of scalar fields R(z) corresponding to the critical values λ n with m 2 = −3 for different coupling parameters η and backreaction parameters κ in the case of 5-dimensional AdS black hole background by solving Eq. (47) numerically. In each panel, three curves correspond to the first three lowest-lying critical values λ n which are λ 0 < λ 1 < λ 2 in the sequence, where the index n denotes the "overtone number" [62] . The red line has no intersecting points with the R(z) = 0 axis at nonvanishing z and is dual to the minimal value of λ n (a mode of node n = 0), which will be the first to condense. The blue line (a mode of node n = 1) has one intersecting point with R(z) = 0 axis while the green line (a mode of node n = 2) has two, which do not matter to the phase transition because the blue and green lines are expected to be unstable with radial oscillations in z-direction of R(z) costing energy [70] . At the critical point, inserting λ 0 into the Hawking temperature of the d-dimensional Reissner-Nordström black hole (12), i.e.,
we can easily obtain the critical temperature In Tables I-IV, is still powerful to study the holographic superconductors from the coupling of a scalar field to the Einstein tensor even if we consider the backreactions. Obviously, the "marginally stable modes" method is a very effective way to study the critical behavior of the phase transition in the holographic superconductor models.
In addition to giving us the numerical results of the critical temperature, the marginally stable modes can reveal the instabilities of the background which means that the AdS black hole will become unstable to develop charged scalar hairs in the AdS black hole background.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the properties of the backreacting holographic superconductors from the coupling of a scalar field to the Einstein tensor in the background of a d-dimensional AdS black hole, which provides a more explicit and complete understanding of the effect of the Einstein tensor on the holographic superconductors. Imposing the Dirichlet boundary condition of the trial function F (z) without the Neumann boundary conditions, we improved the analytical Sturm-Liouville method with an iterative procedure to calculate the critical temperatures for the scalar operator O + and found that the analytical findings obtained in this way are in very good agreement with the numerical results from the "marginally stable modes" method, which implies that the Sturm-Liouville method is still powerful to study the holographic superconductors from the coupling of a scalar field to the Einstein tensor even if we consider the backreactions. It is shown that, when the backreaction parameter is nonzero, the critical temperature decreases with the increase of the coupling parameter of the Einstein tensor, which can be used to back up the observation obtained in Ref. [59] that the Einstein tensor will hinder the condensate of the scalar field. However, when the backreaction parameter and scalar mass are zero, the critical temperature is independent of the Einstein tensor, which implies that the probe approximation still loses some important information and we have to count on the backreaction to explore the real and pure impact of the Einstein tensor on the holographic superconductors in this case.
In addition, we observed that the critical temperature increases as the spacetime dimension increases for the fixed scalar mass, coupling parameter and backreaction parameter, which means that the scalar hair can be formed easier in the higher-dimensional background. Moreover, we interestingly noted that the Einstein tensor, backreaction and spacetime dimension cannot modify the critical phenomena, i.e., this holographic superconductor phase transition belongs to the second order and the critical exponent of the system always takes the mean-field value.
